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An intra-class English handwriting
competition was conducted across
classes 1- 10 at Vishwa Vidyapeeth. The
objective of this competition was to
Encourage the students to improve their
calligraphy skills. The competition had
two rounds with void time and rubrics of
judgement. Handwriting is an essential skill and

important exercise for students to
encourage them to develop fine motor skills
and confidence in any presentation in their
life endeavours. It activates the brain and
contributes to reading fluency. It enabled
them to display their competency of legible
writing and the response was very
overwhelming.

Handwriting Competition

“Handwriting is the mirror of knowledge”
                                        - Shraddha Patel



ANNADHATHA SUKHIBHAVA



The Zero Hunger Challenge was
launched by United nations as a
part of the Sustainable
Developmental Goals and they
rightly described it as the first
priority of human existence. At
Vishwa Vidyapeeth, we believe that
achieving this goal is our “Shared
Commitment” and they worked as
partners with parents to take
forward this global movement.



HUMAN  SPACE  F L IGHT  EXPO  2 0 2 2
A visit to the Jawaharlal Nehru planetarium to celebrate ISRO’s advancements
towards human space exploration was organised for schools in Bangalore, of
which Vishwavidyapeeth School was also a part of. The students were thrilled
to be a part of the Human Space flight expo 2022 and also witnessed exciting
events, live sessions and demonstrations.

These young astronauts
came in their uniforms with

smiles on their faces to
participate in poster

presentations, drawing
competitions, interactive

workshops, sailplane
modelling and posed

relevant questions during the
live lectures. Varnika, a

student of class 4
participated in a painting

competition and secured 8th
position, among 100

contestants. The event
surely left a lasting

impression on these young
minds, an overwhelming

experience they will
remember forever.
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Ever wondered how would it be if we parents could be kids again?? If we could cry, laugh, fight with the same enthusiasm and
energy as our kids…

One such platform was given by Vishwa Vidyapeeth to

all the Parents’, that was Khelotsav, an exclusive

sports event for Parents !!!.  

An event that makes you crave and want for more…

700+ participants speak volume about the of VVP

enthusiastic parents who have become the real role

model of our kids. 

The event saw a huge array of parents flock the
gates of VVP on 16th and 17th July, 2022. It was not
just a sports event, but a fantastic scaffold for
many parents to know each other, get acquainted
with the teachers, principal and staff. 

We had parents compete in a total of 8 sports -
Badminton, Swimming, Throwball, Football,

Chess, Carrom, Jump Rope and Yoga. The two
days passed as a wink of an eye with

participation from parents of all age groups.
For once, we saw our parents shout in

excitement for the small wins, big throws, fight
it out, compete with the same zeal as our

young students. The amazement of the craze
to win by a 51-year-old and a 30-year-old

seemed the same at every point of the event
 
 

This event will definitely be etched as
one of our most beautiful memories!!
Thank you dear Parents….for giving us
these wonderful moments to fall back

on…for the years to come…..
 

Ms. Shilpa Kiran Principal of IGCSE



CULTURAL DANCE PERFORMANCE
A cultural dance performance was
held as a part of the school's

cultural day program. The students
led the dance with their versatile
dance skills, expressions, wearing
colourful clothes and swaying with

energy. It also provided the
students to display their
graciousness by embracing

teamwork. The purpose was to
showcase the cultural diversity

through the dances from different
states. Participants came in the
brightest cultural costume they
could find. Overall, it was a fun
filled and joyous display of culture

and dance.
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